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Abstract 
Wind tunnels have been used extensively to obtain the aerodynamic characteristics of many objects, including sports balls. 
However, as an expensive piece of equipment, wind tunnels are not always appropriate. This paper describes a method which 
was used to obtain a football’s coefficient of drag (Cd) profile without the use of a wind tunnel. A football was launched at a 
variety of velocities and its flight recorded with high speed video cameras in 2D. An aerodynamic model was used to generate a 
series of displacements to compare with the recorded trajectories. In order to simulate aerodynamic drag, a sigmoid function was 
developed which mimics the shape of a typical aerodynamic profile. A simplex optimisation process was used to generate a 
number of Cd profiles which result in a minimum error between the modelled and recorded displacements. It was found that the 
ball had a Cd of around 0.275 in the turbulent regime and 0.525 in the laminar. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The interaction of a sports ball with the surrounding air is a governing factor when determining its flight 
trajectory. A spherical object has a lower coefficient of drag (Cd) for turbulent flow regimes as exhibited in the work 
by Achenbach [1]. Further work showed that a turbulent regime occurs at lower Reynolds numbers according to the 
roughness of the sphere’s surface, Achenbach [2]. Accordingly, the texture of a sports ball’s material, the size, 
number and design of its seams affect the aerodynamic drag forces experienced during flight. With regards to 
footballs specifically, the Cd values of full-size footballs have been measured at varying Reynolds numbers using a 
wind-tunnel by Asai, et al. [3] and Passmore, et al. [4], scale-model footballs were used by Carré, et al. [5]. 
A wind-tunnel is not always a viable or available means of assessing ball flight characteristics. In the absence of 
such equipment Bray, et al. [6] modelled a football’s flight using coefficient of drag and lift values approximated 
from recorded trajectories. However, such approximations are not able to account for lengthy trajectories which 
slow down considerably during flight. In these cases the ball may enter a more laminar flow regime and encounter 
considerably higher aerodynamic drag forces. 
This paper attempts to bridge the gap between the two approaches and determine a modelled Cd profile for a 
football without the use of a wind tunnel but using recorded ball trajectories. 
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2. Methods 
A mathematical function was used to approximate the Cd profile of a football. Using this function, an 
aerodynamic model was able to calculate the varying drag forces present during flight. A sigmoid function of the 
form: 
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was used. Where Re is the Reynolds number of the flow and α to ζ are constants. Initial values of 0.35, 1, 1x10-5, 
2e5, 5, 0.15 were used for these constants, giving the profile seen in figure 1, which approximates a typical Cd 
profile for a football (Asai, et al. [3]). By comparing a recorded trajectory with one generated by an aerodynamic 
model, selected coefficients were optimised to give a full aerodynamic profile representative of the tested football. 
Figure 1. A plot of the sigmoid function used to represent a ball’s Cd profile at varying Reynolds number. 
A number of ball trajectories with varied velocities were required so that the optimisation routine was not poorly 
defined. A football launching device was used to fire a football along the length of a sports hall at velocities from 22 
to 28 ms
-1
. The ball was tracked using three synchronised Phantom high speed cameras running at 400 frames per 
second over a length of 17 m. The ball velocity dropped by between 15 to 22% over the stated distance. Due to the 
relatively small range of Reynolds numbers this test represented, the method was repeated using physically 
projected balls at initial velocities of 7/8 ms
-1
. A steep launch angle was used such that velocity typically dropped to 
less than 2 ms-1. 
A total of thirteen trajectories were recorded, nine were recorded at higher velocities, four at low velocity. 
The recorded footage was analysed using bespoke analysis software in order to obtain the 2D co-ordinates at 
specific time-points throughout each trajectory. 
An aerodynamic model was used to simulate the recorded trajectories and was based on the polar co-ordinate 
system seen in figure 2.  
The equations of motion for this system are described: 
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Where V is velocity, θ is launch angle, S is displacement, Fd is drag force and Fm is the lift (magnus) force. Fd
was calculated according to , Fm was calculated using the functions in Carré, et al. [5]. The 
mass of the ball was measured using electronic scales. The Area of the ball was determined from an average 
diameter taken from five different locations.  
Figure 2. The convention used to generate the aerodynamic model used in this methodology. 
Matlab was used to solve this system of ordinary differential equations to obtain displacements in the x and y
directions at specific instants. In order to compare the modelled trajectories with recorded trajectories, Matlab was 
set to calculate displacements at time points equal to the points captured from the high speed footage. In this way, it 
was possible to compare how accurate the Cd profile was by the sum of square errors between every recorded point 
and every modelled point. 
Due to possible discontinuities in the function used to calculate total error, a direct ‘simplex’ search method 
(Walters, et al. [7]) was implemented in Matlab in order to find the Cd profile yielding minimum error. This was 
achieved by altering selected coefficients from function (1). 
When projecting the football, a small amount of top-spin was added to the ball in order to give it a stable 
trajectory. It was hoped that this would not significantly affect the flight of the ball and the Fm component could be 
disregarded in (3).  However, when analysing the results it became apparent that a spin (and hence lift force) would 
have to be incorporated due to the initially poor fit between the modelled and recorded ball points. A spin value was 
added to the function and optimised along with the profile coefficients. 
A number of approaches were attempted to give the most accurate representation of the Cd profile. Four 
coefficients (and Spin) were optimised in four different combinations. 
The four coefficients were: 
α - The function’s asymptote at low Re values (Laminar Cd) 
δ - The function’s phase shift, altering the critical Reynolds number 
ε - The severity of the function, the length of transition 
ζ - The function’s asymptote at high Re values (Turbulent Cd) 
Combination 1:  
Varied δ, ε and Spin. In this approach the turbulent and laminar Cd values remained constant but the critical 
Reynolds number and period of transition were altered. 
Combination 2:
 Varied α, ζ and Spin. This approach assumed that the critical Reynolds number and length of transition was 
constant, the optimisation algorithm was able to alter the Spin of the ball and the laminar and turbulent Cd values. 
Combination 3:  
Varied α, ε, ζ and Spin. The third approach also allowed the optimisation algorithm to vary the severity of the 
transition period. 
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Combination 4: 
Varied α, δ, ε, ζ and Spin. The optimisation process has maximal control over the shape of the function.
3. Results 
Two trials were omitted from each optimisation procedure and used to visually appraise the validity of the 
generated Cd profile. One trial was taken from the high velocity testing while the other was taken from the low 
velocity testing. The modelled trajectories resulting from each optimisation approach can be seen in figure 3, figure 
4 shows the equivalent Cd profiles used in each simulation. Due to the similarity of the results, the last three 
recorded points are shown in more detail below each full plot. During high velocity testing Reynolds numbers 
ranged from 2.5x105 to 4x105, during low velocity testing the range was 2.5x104 to 1.2x105, the x-axis in figure 4 
has been scaled to reflect this range. Table 1 shows the value of each coefficient used to generate the Cd profiles and 
the sum of squared error value associated with each approach. 
Figure 3. A comparison of the recorded and modelled trajectories for a high velocity trial (left) and low velocity trial (right). The final three 
recorded and modelled points are shown below. 
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Figure 4. A plot of the resulting Cd profiles from each of the four separate optimization approaches. 
Table 1. The coefficients used to generate the Cd profiles seen in Figure 4, generated by the four optimization approaches. Optimised values are 
shown in bold. 
α β γ δ ε ζ Spin Error 
Approach 1 0.35 1 1e-5 3.6e4 0.48 0.15 1345 14.97 
Approach 2 0.26 1 1e-5 2.0e5 5 0.28 1405 14.65 
Approach 3 0.29 1 1e-5 2.0e5 16.44 0.26 1404 14.38 
Approach 4 0.26 1 1e-5 2.7e5 5.27 0.27 1405 14.24 
The sum of squared errors values decreases as more control is given to the optimisation routine. It is a maximum for 
approach 1, when no control was given over the laminar and turbulent Cd values and a minimum when the 
optimisation routine is able to alter every chosen aspect of the Cd profile. The reduction in error across the various 
approaches is proportionally small (around 5%). This reflects error within the recorded values which the 
optimisation process is unable to fit. Error in tracking was around 0.5 pixels or 0.5 mm, although it is more likely 
that this level of error originated from methodological limitations such as out of plane error associated with 2D 
tracking methods. 
4. Discussion 
Figure 4. suggests that there is an optimum Cd profile which each optimisation approach attempts to model, the 
shape and nature of the modelled profile depends on the limitations imposed during the optimisation process. At the 
highest recorded velocities the Cd value for the tested football was between 0.230 and 0.275 and between 0.46 and 
0.55 at the lowest recorded velocities. With the lowest summed error, approach 4 represents the most accurate Cd
profile for the tested football. This profile has a similar transitional period to those obtained in a wind tunnel (Asai, 
et al. [3], Passmore, et al. [4]) but has higher levels of drag in the turbulent and laminar regions. 
The recorded football trajectories had Reynolds numbers in the range 2.5x10
4
 to 1.2x10
5
 and 2.5x10
5
 to 4x10
5
. 
This leaves a void in the results in the region 1.2x105 < Re < 2.5x105 and this is reflected in figure 4. In this region 
Cd values vary significantly between each approach as they have no implication on the final error value. Future 
testing should ensure that footballs are tested at a range of Reynolds numbers which ensures no large gaps are 
present in the transition period. However, approach 4 suggests that around 50% of the transition period is occupied 
by the recorded trajectories, and as such represents a valid data set. 
In the case of approach 1, the optimisation problem was so constrained as to be unable to occupy the optimum 
laminar and turbulent regions. As such it has generated a profile which tends towards the Cd region in which the 
majority of tests inhabit (8 tests at high velocity as opposed to 3 at low velocity). 
This paper was intended to explore a new method of calculating ball Cd profiles and has shown that it is effective 
providing that it has access to a sufficient number of accurate ball trajectories at a variety of Reynolds numbers. 
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With an insufficient number of ball trajectories in the transitional flow region, this attempt cannot claim to have 
calculated a definitive Cd profile for the tested football. 
Spin was an element of the optimisation process as it was found that a lift force (Fm) had a significant effect on 
the accuracy of the results. However, the spin values obtained do not represent spin observed from the recorded 
images, and the magnitude of this spin varies between the high and low velocity testing. As such the model used 
does not account for the lift force experienced by the ball during testing and cannot account for the differences in 
spin. It was thought that the spin values present during testing were so small as to be negligible. In future testing this 
aspect of the model and methodology should be expanded to account for these weaknesses. This is demonstrated in 
figure 3 where the high spin value leads to the modelled trajectory under-predicting the flight of the ball. 
A visual inspection of the modelled trajectories for every football flight shows that some recorded trajectories 
have poor agreement with the simulation. A single plane 2D camera method was chosen for the ease of set-up and 
analysis, but suffers from accumulated error if the ball does not remain strictly within plane. Unfortunately this error 
is most significant at the end of the ball’s flight where deviation from the plane is maximal. The inherent error 
present in the modelling of these trajectories is reflected by only a 5% decrease in error between the most and least 
successful optimisation approaches. 
To use this methodology effectively a tightly controlled and accurate method of tracking trajectory is required. 
Quintavalla [8] used a large laser array system to aerodynamically test golf balls, although this level of investment 
may be akin to the use of a wind-tunnel. Another alternative would be to use two calibrated volumes utilising 2-
camera 3D analysis as was used by Choppin, et al. [9]. Recording the ball at the start and end of the trajectory 
without planar error would improve accuracy when fitting an aerodynamic model. 
5. Conclusions 
• This method is able to generate a Cd profile for an individual football without the use of a wind-tunnel and yield 
results which tally with existing research 
• The optimisation process gives the most accurate results when it is able to determine Cd in the laminar and 
turbulent regions, the critical Reynolds number and the length of transition between regions. 
• When recording ball trajectories, it is preferable the results occupy a proportion of the transition region. 
• Aerodynamic lift should be carefully considered during optimisation and in the design of the aerodynamic model. 
• Errors during the recording of the ball trajectories should be minimised, preferably without resorting to massive 
expense in order to preserve the attractiveness of this method. 
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